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he philosophy of space and time has fascinated individuals over the
trajectory of mankind. Great academics have racked their brains to
describe the essence of those two intangibles that are constantly present, yet so unintelligible.
Kant described his views of space and time in his Inaugural Dissertation of 1770 as space being something that is not objective and real, but
rather subjective and ideal; something that originates from the nature of
the mind. Almost a century earlier Newton published his famous Principia (1687) where he asserts that space and time exist independently
of all possible objects and object relations.
These theses trigger remarkable connotations to current virtual reality
conceptions. The current virtual reality ambience is not only an imaginary world with genuine visual experiences. It is an augmented reality
that exists somewhere between virtual reality and reality, coated with
computer-added sensations. Different degrees of immersion open numerous possibilities for the natural man-machine interface by applying
interactive stereographics.
The virtual reality world has numerous applications in science and
engineering, education and learning, healthcare and therapy, media
and entertainment, sport, the military, architecture, business – the
possibilities seem infinite.
In the engineering sciences the most evident application of virtual
reality is as an essential part of research and development processes.
Current 3D design methodologies create the foundation for virtual
reality simulations and the virtual environment. Virtual reality applications are widely used in the initial concept phase and the practice
of “frontloading” is a commonly used philosophy in product development; the more critical decisions you are able to load in the first parts
of the process, the more cost-efficient the total process becomes. The
correct use of advanced methodologies saves time and money.
Virtual reality applications can assist in the early identification of mistakes and design flaws, structural weaknesses as well as in miscellaneous design issues. The benefits of virtual reality range from visual impressions applied in e.g. prototyping and product and facility design all the
way to details used in simulations for various Finite Element Analysis
and Computational Fluid Dynamics studies, or even describing chemical reactions. Different usability and ergonomics simulations enable
designers to develop human inventions that enhance the wellbeing
of the user. The limits of virtual reality applications are nowhere to be
seen. We have already had glimpses of the ultimate multi-user cyberspace simulation.
This Spring 2013 issue of the Elomatic News contains a wide range
of contemporary and thought provoking articles. A common denominator in all these topics could be the possibility to upgrade the
outcome with the help of virtual reality environments.
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From astrolabes
to Integrated
Navigation
Systems
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Maritime navigation has changed
much since Christopher Columbus
completed his first voyage to America in the 15th century. Navigational
tools were rather limited at the time
and consisted mainly of compasses,
astrolabes, sandglasses and maps.
Navigators relied heavily on the sun
and stars to find their way to faraway places and back home again.
Fast forward to 2013 and modern
Integrated Navigation Systems (INS)
with interfacing electronic equipment have eased the navigator’s
task considerably.
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◄◄ A replica of a medieval astrolabe. The

navigation instrument is capable of
43 different astronomological calculations.

N

avigation remained more or less
the same after the days of Columbus until the mid 1900s. Following
World War II, new electronic innovations were gradually applied to navigation in order to improve marine safety.
The main purpose of navigation has,
however, remained the same: to get
from the port of departure to the destination port and to ensure a safe voyage for the crew, passengers and cargo.
Navigation systems
regulated by IMO
In order to guarantee safety at sea, navigation systems are designed and built
to meet basic International Maritime
Organization (IMO) regulations.
The scope of the navigation system
is related to the vessel’s classification as
determined by a classification society;
based on interpretations of IMO rules.
Today, there are a number of classification societies including Det Norske
Veritas, Lloyd’s Register, Bureau Veritas,
Nippon Kaiji Kyokai and the American
Bureau of Shipping.
All navigation equipment has to be
type-approved and wheel-marked by a
classification society to ensure the reliability of the navigation system. Integrated Navigation Systems are required
especially for the highest classifications,
such as DNV NAUT-AW and Lloyd’s Register’s NAV1 IBS notation.

Integrated Navigation Systems
awash with electronics
Modern INSs are rather complicated
and include a lot of different interfacing electronic equipment.
Navigation systems can be roughly dived into navigation workstations
and navigation sensors. The workstations are used as graphic user interfaces (GUI) and the sensors provide the
navigational data for the workstations
and indicators.
The three main navigation workstations are radar, electronic chart display
and information systems (ECDIS), and
conning display stations. Sensors include gyros, speed logs, echo sounders and GPS etc. that capture data regarding the ship’s movements and
surrounding environment.
The most important navigation systems onboard are duplicated or even
trebled to ensure reliability. The redundancy is required at least for ECDIS, radars, gyro compasses and GPS systems.
Workstations provide
essential information
The heart of the modern navigation
system is the ECDIS. It functions as a
navigation chart that presents surrounding vessel traffic and navigational safety information. It is also used for
route planning and the track control

system (TCS), which allows the autopilot to steer the ship.
Automatic radar plotting aids (ARPA)
are the most important pieces of
equipment when visibility is limited at
night or in foggy conditions. The radars
allow the navigator to keep an eye on
the coastline and rocks and to track
other vessels’ speeds and headings to
avoid collisions.
The conning display provides all the
essential information centralized in one
place during berthing and manoeuvring. It presents the ship’s motions
such as its rate of turn (ROT), speed,
heading, propulsion and steering information (rudder, RPMs, etc.) as well
as wind speed and direction.
Sensors relay data to
instrumentation
The ship’s heading is provided by a gyro
compass, fibre optic gyro (FOG) or magnetic compass. Two gyros and one magnetic compass are usually required in
case of failure.
The ship speed is provided by a speed
log and/or GPSs. The GPS also feeds positioning information and UTC (Universal
Time, Coordinated) to other navigation
equipment. The depth information and
shallow water alarm are provided by an
echo sounder.
The navtex prints out weather forecasts and navigational warnings and
the Elomatic Magazine –
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is also often displayed in the ECDIS for
route planning purposes. Local weather
conditions such as wind, air temperature, air pressure and humidity are usually provided by local sensors on the ship.
Safety-related equipment
The automatic identification system
(AIS) is designed to improve navigational safety by observing and exchanging the navigational status and
other safety-related information with
other AIS-equipped vessels. The data is
also transferred and presented on the
ECDISs and radars.
The voyage data recorder (VDR) records all the essential navigation, propulsion and steering data to assist investigators in identifying the causes of
maritime accidents and for future reference in incident prevention.
All the important alarms on the
bridge related to navigation, steering
and prolusion are usually located in a
centralized alarm system.
Bridge navigational watch alarm systems (BNWAS) are now mandatory for
one-man bridge operation. The system
detects the activity of the watch officer on the ship’s bridge and sounds
an alarm if the officer falls asleep, becomes otherwise incapacitated or is
absent for too long.
The navigational data is often interfaced with other systems on the ship:
the steering and propulsion system,
the global maritime distress safety system (GMDSS), dynamic positioning system (DP-) and integrated automation
system (IAS).

◄◄ A ship’s wheelhouse in the late 1800s
early 1900s
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“Multifunction displays are one of the latest
trends in Integrated Navigation Systems.”

Latest Integrated Navigation
System trends
The multifunction display (MFD) is one
of the latest trends in Integrated Navigation Systems. The MFD has the capability to combine the ECDIS, conning
information display, radar and alert
management system into the same
workstation. The main aim is to operate redundant, independent and harmonized workstations with similar user
interfaces from one workstation.
There are many different alarms for
different equipment on the bridge that
may confuse the crew. The focus of the
new IMO rules for bridge alarm man-

agement (BAM) is to reduce alarms and
to harmonize and centralize alarm handling.
Broadband communication systems
have improved and can provide shipto-shore/ship-to-ship communication
speeds of up to 4 Mbps via FleetBroadband and VSAT. The crew can access
services such as the internet, email,
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol),
etc. It enables the navigation system
to update electronic nautical charts online and conduct remote diagnostics of
the navigation system to support the
ship’s crew in case of system failures.
The owner can keep track of and manage the entire fleet by receiving the re-

lated navigational data from individual
ships. The data can also be used to improve fuel economy.
Despite the array of safety systems,
safety related functions and failsafe
systems, accidents unfortunately still
happen. A vessel still requires a highly
skilled crew to navigate and handle a
ship. It is equally important to employ
knowledgeable and skilful engineers to
design and build ships.

▼▼ Typical Integrated Navigation System
diagram

the Elomatic Magazine –
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▲▲ A navigation console on a ship’s
bridge.

Virtual reality
in bridge design
The virtual reality world offers advanced possibilities in the design of
ship bridges. During the design phase
the 3D virtual environment enables
designers to study visibility on and
from the bridge (day and night conditions), layout design functionality, as
well as ergonomics of user interfaces
and bridge consoles. It shortens the
time required for design and production and reduces the total project cost.
It is, for example, possible to conduct a
3D virtual reality inspection, instead of
building a bridge mockup. The use of
3D design materials/models in virtual reality facilitates and expedites customer approval of bridge design layout already during the design phase
of projects.

Abbreviations
AIS
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ARPA Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
BAM Bridge Alarm Management
BNWAS Bridge Navigational Watch
Alarm System
DNV
Det Norske Veritas
DP
Dynamic Positioning
ECDIS Electronic Chart Display and
Information System
FOG
Fiber Optic Gyro
GMDSS Global Maritime Distress
Safety System
GPS
Global Positioning System
GUI
Graphic User Interfaces
Integrated Automation System
IAS
IBS
Integrated Bridge System
IMO
International Maritime
Organization
INS
Integrated Navigation System
MFD Multifunction Display
ROT
Rate of Turn
RPM
Revolutions Per Minute
TCS
Track Control System
UTC
Universal Time, Coordinated
VDR
Voyage Data Recorder
VoIP
Voice over Internet Protocol
VSAT Very Small Aperture Terminal
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Transparency in ballast water
treatment solutions
The question is no longer whether
the ballast water convention will
be implemented, but when. Many
shipowners are currently pondering which elements need to be in
place once the convention comes
into force. The International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and
Sediments 2004 is closer than ever.
The tonnage requirements are now
up to 29,07%, only 5,93% more is
required. The Helsinki Committee
(HELCOM) has overseen an agreement by all countries around the
Baltic Sea to ratify the convention
by 2013.

T

here has been wild speculation
over the past two years as to
which countries will be next to ratify
the convention; there has been much
expectation regarding countries with
large fleets. Finding a country to lead
the ratification process is no longer important as the minimum requirement
has almost been met.
The fundamental idea behind the
convention’s existence is the strongest argument for ratification. In some
countries ballast water management
systems have been implemented and
there are already several ports of call
around the world that require vessels
to comply.

Plan investments
well in advance
The need to plan retrofit investments
well in advance has become increasingly clear. The time required depends,
among others, on the vessel type and
operational profile. The actual project
time often only becomes evident once
the vessel has been studied for some
time, which makes it essential to start
earlier rather than later.
Shipowners have caught on to this
idea. They are also fully aware that
combining operation with planning
and installing ballast water treatment
systems (BWTS) places significant strain
on their resources. At the same time
they also have to comply with a host
of other impending regulations that
the Elomatic Magazine –
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◄◄ Water conditions vary greatly and af-
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fect which ballast water treatment
systems are most effective.

may have to be implemented at the
same time. With advanced and thorough planning, the timing of a retrofit
can be optimized in order to create the
least disturbance to operations and to
minimize the related investment and
installation costs.
In the space of a few years all vessels that sail internationally will install
ballast water treatment equipment
onboard. According to some predictions the amount of vessels could be
over 16,000 a year, i.e. more than 40
per day!
New calculations reveal
retrofits will take more time
Shipowners are used to scheduling
their vessels’ planned maintenance
and repair work at shipyards around
the world. If dock times increase very
much, however, it could hamper their
ability to complete servicing and installations on schedule, thereby delaying
the next vessel’s schedule as well.
New calculations have recently revealed that the amount of treatment
systems required is much greater than
previously estimated. It has, for example, been noted that larger vessels will
need more than one treatment system if a system of the required size is
not available. Vessels with two ballast
pumps, on the other hand, may find it
10
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beneficial to install two systems rather
than one.
Many retrofits will need complex engineering design for the BWT equipment to be installed during normal
docking. This has revealed a clear danger of further bottlenecks in the future.
Owners may not be able to install their
desired systems due to high demand
and the resultant lack of availability. In
an effort to comply they will, therefore, be forced to select less suitable
systems, which may require more engineering work at a time when design
resources are sure to be stretched.
Choosing
the best technology
Identifying the best technology for a
vessel is a demanding and complex
task. It obviously has to operate as
needed, but care has to be taken to
ensure that the chosen technology is
not in conflict with any other systems
or operational requirements. A wide
range of issues needs to be investigated in a transparent manner throughout the entire process to avoid mistakes that have been made so far. This
remains valid all the way up the startup and operation of the ballast water
treatment system.
When choosing a suitable system
an understanding of the crew’s per-

spective during real ballasting and
de-ballasting is essential. This helps
to identify elements that are crucial
to operation and those that can be
changed. Failure to allocate sufficient
time for this task could lead to malfunctioning equipment and/or costly
changes at a later stage.
When engineers have sufficient time
to study potential options they may
also identify solutions other than BWT
equipment. Vendors do not push these
options and, as such, they are commonly not even considered.
Independent consultants
supporting shipowners
Independent consultants are ideal
to view the issue from the shipowner’s perspective. This ensures that all
options are considered and not only
those being marketed by equipment
vendors. This assists the shipowner to
make the best choice, with the knowledge that all options have been thoroughly investigated. Much hinges
on getting the choice of technology right; the right choice at the right
time will save time and reduce the
costs of the investment project. Getting it wrong has exactly the opposite effect.
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“In the space of a few years all vessels will install
ballast water treatment equipment onboard.”

About the author

Treatment technologies
on the market
There are currently about 35 typeapproved systems on the market. Several matters, however, require close
investigation even for type-approved
systems. Transparency plays a crucial
role in this regard as well. Shipowners
should not only be furnished with rosy
descriptions, but should have access to
data for all tests conducted.
Vessels that operate mainly in fresh
water regions require equipment that
has been tested in fresh water or at
least brackish water of similar salinity
to that of the vessel’s usual operational
conditions. This ensures that the equipment is suitable for the intended operational conditions and that it will comply
with IMO D-2 standards when tested.
The United States Coast Guard
(USCG) and Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) have recently given their
approval for their first ballast water system testing laboratory in the USA. All
ballast water system manufacturers can
now get Type Approval (TA) in the USA
as well. No system has yet gained TA in
the USA as no laboratory was available
before. In order to achieve TA for the
USA as well, manufacturers can start by
applying for an Alternate Management
System (AMS).
Vessels equipped with an approved
AMS system will be able to call at ports

in the USA for the next five years. During this five year period manufacturers
will have to gain USCG Type Approval
to gain official TA for the US market if
they gained TA at a foreign laboratory
outside the USA.
All treatment systems on the market will have to go through this process to enter the US market. Many
manufacturers have already begun
the AMS process to allow vessels carrying their BWTS to call at US ports.
This is necessary as the convention
has been in force at US ports since 1st
June 2012.
Several other countries and ports
already have their own restrictions in
place, for example, in Australia, Norway
and Brazil. Shipowners are responsible
for familiarising themselves with the
regulations in each country.

List of abbreviations

HELCOM The Helsinki Commission
BWTS Ballast Water Treatment Systems
BWT
Ballast Water Treatment
IMO
International Maritime Organization
USCG The United States Coast Guard
EPA
Environmental Protection
Agency
AMS
Alternate Management System
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Laser scanning
key tool in
retrofit projects
The countdown has started in earnest for the world’s maritime fleet
to modernise and re-equip in order to meet increasingly stringent
environmental legislation. As the
deadline draws near, shipowners are keen to minimize port and
dock time for fitting Ballast Water
Treatment Systems (BWTS) and exhaust gas abatement systems such
as Scrubbers. It can be cumbersome
to fit equipment based on existing
drawings, as the drawings are often
outdated. In such cases, laser scanning is an excellent solution for producing accurate 3D models of the
spaces in question.
12
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D

imensioning and designing installations can be challenging if
“as built” drawings are lacking or cannot be fully trusted for accuracy. New
components or changes to pipeline
routes may have been implemented after the vessel was constructed. Many spaces are also extremely
cramped, which means that a suit-

able area to install equipment is not
always evident.
Laser scanning produces accurate
3D models of such spaces and eases
checking whether there is sufficient
space for the planned devices or machinery. The scanned materials can also
be used in planning maintenance and
repair work.
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Laser scanning method
Laser scanning is a measurement
method that produces a three dimensional point cloud of the target. Only
the surface areas of components visible
from the scanner’s vantage point are
included in a single scan. To avoid blind
spots, scanning is conducted from sev-

eral different positions, which allows
the target to be measured from every
direction.
Scanning targets are placed in the
scanned area to ease the combination of different scans. These targets
are commonly paper prints or magnetic balls. Once the scans are completed they are combined by the soft-

ware semi-automatically. If the points
are sufficiently dense, clear geometrical
shapes can be seen in the point cloud.
Point clouds can be used in this form
by design systems, or used to generate real CAD models depending on the
project requirements.

the Elomatic Magazine –
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▲▲ The Neste Oil vessel Futura’s pump

rooms, machinery areas, auxiliary machinery areas and steering gear areas
were scanned during drydock.

Case: Neste Oil
Neste Oil has prepared for impending environmental regulations by having its own vessels scanned. The scans
have been conducted in dry dock in
conjunction with other installation and
maintenance work. The vessels’ pump
rooms, machinery areas, auxiliary machinery areas and steering gear areas
have been scanned.
In general, the vessels’ spaces are
first targeted, after which they are
scanned. The size and complexity of
spaces affect the time required to
complete scans, and therefore scanning the pump room of a large ves14
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sel takes longer than that of a smaller
vessel.
There are some practical matters
that need to be taken into consideration when laser scanning during drydocking. Tanker pump rooms are ATEX
spaces, which need to be aired in order to remove explosive gases before
scanning or any hot work can be performed.
Ideally the scanner and scanned
area should be stationary, but scans
are commonly performed at sea despite the effects of engine vibration
and the ocean swell roll.
The hulls of certain vessels are also
transformed during loading, which

means that a scan done in the morning could differ from an afternoon scan
by several centimetres, if the vessel has
been loaded in the interim.
Scanning vessels in shipyards comes
with its own set of challenges. Machinery areas are often filled with shipyard
personnel around the clock that interfere with scanning. Moving objects
show up as “ghosts” in scanned materials.
Another important factor is the
movement of pipes and devices during maintenance and repair work. Any
elements that have been removed prior to a scan will naturally not show up
in the scan. Care should, as such, be

Elomatic News

▼▼ Point cloud of a pump room.
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taken to ensure that all elements are
in place before scanning.
Cramped spaces place special demands on scanning in machinery areas. It can, for example, be difficult to access piping that runs below floor plates
in machinery areas. In these cases scanning takes much longer.
BWTS and Scrubber projects
When renewing BWTS and installing
scrubber systems, several machinery
modules are installed, which are connected to the vessel’s existing systems
along with the required piping, tank

and automation modifications. This entails mainly device placement and process connections and in these cases a
point cloud is usually sufficient.
Optimal placement is a goal for new
machinery and this achieved by placing the devices’ 3D models in the point
cloud, after which connections to existing processes and related changes
are planned.
Typically scanning for BWTS and
Scrubber projects ranges from one to
three days, depending on the size and
nature of the vessel.

Samu Sundberg
B.Sc. (Mechanical Engineer)
Samu Sundberg holds a Mechanical Engineering degree from the Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences. He has worked in paper machine
and vehicle design and been responsible for developing innovative design methods and service productization.
 	Mr Sundberg started working at
Elomatic in 1999 and is currently the
Design Manager of the Elomatic Advanced Technologies team.
samu.sundberg@elomatic.com
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Best practices
in site occupational safety
Occupational safety is a perennial
issue. Construction sites are usually
associated with higher risk than ordinary working places. These sites
often have several different companies’ employees working together
for the first time. The environment
is stressful and a host of activities
16
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is commonly ongoing in parallel.
In Europe and Scandinavia occupational safety levels are constantly
rising, but increased safety efforts
incur additional costs. The challenge is to find the right balance between achieved benefits and cost
minimisation. As such, this is not

only an economic question, but also
an ethical one. This article aims to
provide readers with some interesting ideas and tools that facilitate
selecting safety investment targets
that deliver the most value.
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“How many ‘Oops!’
are there in an accident?”

TIP!

Find a safe site at a glance!

Photo © 2007 Kuzma

Look for a site
where the workers wear
their PPE as required and where
the order & tidiness is at an
exceptionally good level.

I

n theory, ensuring a safe site is the
simplest thing in the world; just avoid
accidents. In a nutshell, safety is a matter of identifying the risks related to the
work (Awareness) and positioning oneself to these risks in a manner that enables safe working conditions (Attitude).
In practice, it means that all persons
working at the site need to follow a
common framework; a common set of
(safety) rules. Everyone at the site must
be made aware of the rules through
training. It should be ensured that the
rules are followed by supervising work
habits and using personal protective
equipment (PPE). Deviations – and what
is often forgotten, exceptionally good

working habits – should be recorded
and finally the organisation should be
able to learn from these and gain new
awareness. Refer to diagram 1 on pg. 18.
Best safety practices
– do’s and don’ts
A safety culture is not about implementing ‘tricks’ by which safety is suddenly raised to a perfect level. It is a
systematic and long-term commitment from management to ensure that
everybody leaves the site in the same
shape they arrived. A good safety culture is good business conduct, i.e. car-

ing for your subordinates and fellow
workers:
■■ Require thorough safety planning
for the site before construction
work commences.
■■ Every organisation, including subcontractors, involved at the construction site should appoint its
own safety staff who are responsible for the workers’ safety.
■■ Do not grant workers access to your
construction site without proper
training regarding the site itself and
the safety rules to be followed.
This training should be conducted in
such a way that it conveys the most
the Elomatic Magazine –
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◄◄ Diagram 1. The safety life cycle

Awareness
& attitude

Safety
rules

Site
Occupational
Safety

Learning

Training

Supervision
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◄◄ Diagram 2. Certain work types are as-
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Caving and
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Personnel
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Hot work

Electrical
work
Work in
confined
spaces

sociated with larger risks, thus being
more hazardous to the worker or persons working close to him/her. Usually employers therefore require written
risk assessments for such work tasks.
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“We care about your safety
and we expect you to do the same!”

important message: “We care about
your safety and we expect you to do
the same!”
Another form of training is to plan
the daily safety activities at grass-roots
level together with the persons involved in the work tasks. Everybody appreciates it when you ask their opinion
– and listen to it. This method also ensures that nobody ‘forgets’ about safety
in their daily work.

Constantly communicate site safety
and related statistics (both good and
bad) on a common bulletin board to
all workers.
By following the afore-mentioned
recommendations organisations are
well on their way to success regarding
site occupational safety.

Preventing near misses
a key activity

Organisations’ safety knowledge should
ideally be compiled in an HSE (Health,
Safety and the Environment) manual.
The manual should include standardised instructions for several HSE-related
issues associated with working at construction sites. An HSE manual is the
perfect tool for persons responsible for
site safety and can include instructions,
forms, and a training section.
It should consist of site-specific instructions and general guidelines,
covering areas such as project management, reporting of accidents and
hazardous situations, site and safety inspections, risk assessments and special
sections for different kinds of hazardous work. Refer to diagram 2.
It would not be surprising if we saw
a CE marking for construction sites in
the future. All the elements required
for obtaining a CE mark are already present; planning, risk assessments, evaluating and documenting the equipment and scaffolding used, as well as
appointing responsible persons, etc.

Preventing near misses is key to overall
safety. Generally, statistics suggest that
there are hundreds of near misses and
perhaps 10 small accidents for each serious injury. Thus, one cannot prevent
accidents effectively, if only accidents
are reported.
Many companies have realised the
importance of reporting near misses.
This equates to having an alarm level in
a process system that is set to provide
an alarm before the process is out of
control. The ability to see where safety
issues are likely to come up provides
safety staff with valuable information as
to what corrective actions could (and
should) be taken.
The only drawback is that it relies
on the employees’ willingness to report their near misses. Therefore, the
site culture should promote an open
reporting culture. Do not forget to implement the improvements in future
training sessions and daily activities.
Recognize and reward good behaviour. According to statistics from the
Finnish Work Environment Fund, the
average cost of an accident at work is
approximately 6,000 €. Why not treat
your workers to a cup of coffee and a
bun every now and then?

HSE manual for standardised
safety instructions

Is zero tolerance
achievable?
A common objective today is to have
‘zero tolerance’ regarding accidents.
There are two schools of thought re-

garding whether this is possible to
achieve or not. In the end, though, it
is not a question of whether zero accidents can be achieved or not, it is
a question of providing safe working
conditions for workers so that everyone leaves the site happy and in perfect health.

Abbreviations

PPE Personal Protective Equipment
HSE Health, Safety and the Environment
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CFD applied in health and safety
environment studies
Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) can be applied in the health
and safety environment (HSE) to assess HSE risks by analysing potential
hazards and quantifying their consequences. With the help of simulations, consequence analysis provides a clear picture of the effects
that industrial accidents may have
and identifies measures to reduce
the associated losses.

stances would be extremely costly or
impossible to replicate safely under real-life conditions. CFD enables the analysis of a wide range of hazards, such as
smoke & gas dispersion, exhaust plume
and chemical leak dispersion, fire simulation, explosion simulation and dynamics, blast wave and pressure distribution, as well as thermal/blast loads.

C

Urban land incorporates many different types of residential, commercial and
industrial areas that all have to meet
strict city planning requirements and
safety regulations. CFD is well suited to

omputer simulations provide engineers with the opportunity to
study phenomena in controlled environments, which under normal circum20
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Urban areas complex to study

deal with complex flow phenomena in
these geometrically intricate environments. ANSYS CFX software is generally
used to simulate the effects of hazards.
The software has been applied extensively for more than 20 years to analyse
a wide range of fluid-flow problems.
With the help ANSYS CFX, consequence analysis can take natural buoyancy, turbulence, local temperatures,
heat transport, topographic influences
and wind effects into account for each
hazard. This enables engineers to deliver highly detailed results of how a hazard affects the HSE environment over
selected timeframes.
It is, for example, possible to simulate in detail the progress and inten-
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▲▲ Helsingin Energia. Risk Assessment
with CFD. Gas dispersion, fire/explosion modeling, thermal radiation.

sity of a fire and related smoke and
gas dispersion in an industrial complex
and surrounding residential area under
varying atmospheric and operational
conditions.
Consequence analysis
minimizes losses
Consequence analysis results in recommendations for reducing dispersion
plumes and cloud sizes. It guides designers in optimizing HVAC as well as
gas detector location designs and ventilation strategies.
Fire Analysis minimizes the personnel’s exposure to toxic gases, high tem-

peratures and thermal radiation, while
transient explosion simulations provide
overpressure time histories and peak
values. The results can subsequently
be used in dynamic analysis and in the
structural design of facilities.
The predicative 3D models provide
industrial sectors such as oil & gas, offshore & onshore, as well as the chemical and power generation industry
with the necessary information to help
control and manage the effects of a
loss. Based on the information gathered during CFD analysis they are able
to conduct appropriate contingency
planning, which can prevent or reduce
the loss of life and capital in the event
of accidents.

Typical CFD analyses
and studies in HSE

■■ Smoke & gas dispersion
■■ Exhaust plume and chemical leak

dispersion
Fire simulation
Flame radiation modelling
Explosion simulation and dynamics
Explosion venting and efficiency
Probabilistic external explosion assessment
■■ Blast wave and pressure distribution
■■ Mitigation of hazards
■■ Thermal/Blast loads

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
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Virtual Reality
– from space age
to everyday
design use
It seems not so long ago
that virtual reality was
still space age technology
beyond the reach of even
large corporations. Virtual
reality devices and technologies have, however, made
great strides in recent years
and the related price tag
has become much more
palatable. The technology
allows engineers and designers to identify possible
problem areas in virtual 3D
environments that could
otherwise have remained
undetected until project
implementation.
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V

irtual reality, as the name indicates, aims to place the user in
an environment that mimics reality
as closely as possible; therefore being
virtually real. To achieve this close approximation to reality one is reliant on
different screen devices, positioning
systems, audio systems and high-end
hardware.
Head-mounted displays are often
used as the primary interface with the
virtual 3D environment. The positioning system positions the user and recognizes movements and the direction
the user is looking in. The surround
sound and visual information that is
transmitted to each eye and ear provides realistic imagery and 3D sound
effects. The devices are backed up by
extremely powerful computers that are
capable of processing and relaying the
information to the user in real time. The
virtual environments can be customized to match the operation of machinery and devices by reproducing related
vibrations and movements.

◄◄ Virtual reality used during the design
phase to study the ergonomics of user
interfaces and bridge consoles on a
ship.
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Applications

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Design reviews
Layout checks
Ergonomics surveys
Visibility testing
Serviceability testing
Training
3D sketching
Target areas

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Plant environments
Control rooms
Control cabins
Public spaces
Living areas
Machinery and devices
Production lines
Benefits

■■ Ability to take different opera-

▲▲ Body suits capture the user’s real movement trajectory. It is saved and transferred to
a 3D character that can be used in animations or ergonomics simulations.

Design engineers benefiting
from virtual reality
Virtual reality is used in everyday design work, for example, in design analysis. There are several so-called virtual
reality laboratories in Finland, but they
are generally at research institutions.
The technology and its beneficial application have now been brought closer
to designers and their everyday work.
Virtual reality allows designers to review designs by taking different user
perspectives into consideration. During the review the main user conducts
tests while other participants monitor
proceedings with 3D spectacles. If the
user has a head-mounted display the
same view can be displayed on the
wall for others to follow. The review
can be conducted from the perspec24
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tive of designers, end users, assemblers, maintenance staff, usability and
ergonomics specialists or even product owners.

■■
■■
■■
■■

tional uses and end users into
consideration during design
phase
Identify design errors before
production
Decisions based on correct information
Ensure operational integrity of
designs
Ability to notice matters not
usually noticed during design
phase

Wide range
of application areas
The most common application areas
are space and layout analyses during
the design phase where the functionality is checked before implementation. The targets that are simulated include production lines, ships, buildings
or other public spaces.
Visibility tests for device controls, ship
bridges or factory control rooms optimize positioning and improve usability.
The aim is to reduce items that impede
visibility and improve internal visibility,

for example, by tweaking interface panel positioning and symbol sizes.
By analyzing the behaviour of devices, designers gain an understanding of
different operational situations such as
normal operation, proximity and reach,
or different maintenance situations.
The positioning system allows ergonomics analyses to be performed
as it perfectly mirrors real life positions
and movements in the 3D representation. Tall users will, for example, view
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“Virtual reality helps users to identify problems,
which would otherwise go unnoticed.”

About the author

the virtual environment from a higher position than shorter users. Positioning cameras can also be used to
analyze movement with the help of
a movement capturing suit. The user’s real movement trajectory is saved
and transferred to a 3D character used
for animations or ergonomics simulations.
Elomatic virtual reality studio
A virtual reality studio has been taken
into use at Elomatic’s Jyväskylä office.
The studio is utilized for intermediate
and final design reviews or for marketing purposes in cooperation with
the customer. The studio can also be
rented without separate design commissions.

The use of the virtual reality tools
ensures that engineering and design
decisions are made based on the most
accurate and real-life information possible. It allows users to easily identify
possible problems, which would not
otherwise necessarily have been noticed. The studio can also be used as a
training simulator, for instance, in driver
or maintenance staff training.
As virtual reality technology develops in the coming years the sky is the
limit as to what applications may be
found in the engineering field. It is not
beyond the realm of imagination that
virtual reality may relatively soon be
commonly used for design work itself
and even replace traditional design systems completely.

Samu Sundberg
B.Sc. (Mechanical Engineer)
Samu Sundberg holds a Mechanical Engineering degree from the Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences. He has worked in paper machine
and vehicle design and been responsible for developing innovative design methods and service productization.
 	Mr Sundberg started working at
Elomatic in 1999 and is currently the
Design Manager of the Elomatic Advanced Technologies team.
samu.sundberg@elomatic.com
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ePlant360° facilitates
effective maintenance
management
A team of designers at Elomatic
have developed a new cost-efficient maintenance management
tool called ePlant360°. The tool links
maintenance information and documentation to panoramic images
of a plant or facility. The intuitive
and web-based tool can be used for
maintenance management any
time and anywhere an internet location is available.

P

lant maintenance is generally a
costly and time consuming activity, which, when not conducted proper26 –
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ly, can result in unnecessary operational downtime and stoppages. A whole
host of equipment information and
related maintenance tasks and schedules have to be managed effectively
to ensure the smooth functioning of
a facility.
There is a myriad of maintenance information management systems available on the market today. They vary in
complexity, cost and hardware requirements. Many of these systems come
with prohibitive price tags and draw
significantly on the enterprise’s financial and personnel resources.
With this in mind, Elomatic engineers
set out to develop a maintenance man-

agement system that would be effective, cost-efficient and easy to manage.
Another important criteria was to ensure that the system was web-based,
in order to take advantage of the proliferation of mobile technologies. The
ability for maintenance staff to access
maintenance information on mobile
devices on the job facilitates effective
maintenance management.
Intuitive and easy to use
The innovative use of panoramic images as the interface of the ePlant360°
tool makes for a smooth user expe-
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ePlant360° features

▲▲ Document management can be inno-

vatively handled by linking panoramic
images of the target facility to equipment documentation. Maintenance
tasks can also be linked to the panoramic images.

rience. The user intuitively moves
around the photographic space to access and input maintenance information. By clicking on information points
on the photographs the user can bring
up real-time information regarding
equipment, maintenance tasks and repairs. Once the tasks have been completed the user checks them off, after
which they are archived in the maintenance history. The user can also easily
add notes and new tasks in the maintenance task log for the next maintenance technician.
The entire system can be implemented in a relatively short space of
time. Once the panoramic images of

Real-time maintenance
program

the target have been taken the required information points can be linked
with all related equipment and maintenance data. The pricing of the system
is based on the amount of panoramic
images contained in the system.
For more information about the
ePlant360° please contact Product
Manager Jesse Häkli.

Jesse Häkli

Product Manager
mob. +358 50 577 0417
jesse.hakli@elomatic.com
eplant360.elomatic.com

Unique document
management system
Clear spare parts
management
User diary for
operational support

Informative calendar

User chat forum
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Ensuring accessibility
in work and public spaces
28
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”Accessibility means that different people
can participate equally in different activities.”

Accessibility studies can assist design engineers as well as city and
public transport planners to design spaces, offices and work environments that are accessible to
all people regardless of their physical mobility and abilities. The aging European population and increasingly stringent EU regulations
have placed more emphases on the
accessibility of public spaces in recent times. Accessibility studies
can identify problem areas during
the design phase, thereby avoiding costly modifications, with clear
advantages for both designers and
end users alike.

T

raditionally, accessibility has referred to the fact that spaces
(buildings, public transport vehicles,
environments) do not restrict movement. Hearing and visual accessibility
are, however, equally important and

integral parts of the functioning of the
physical environment. An accessible
environment is crucial to many groups
of people and also assists other users of
the spaces in question. When accessibility has been implemented different
people can participate equally in different activities.
An accessible environment is functional for all users, safe and pleasant,
and its implementation does not cost
more than that of an inaccessible environment. Accessibility means, among
others, the availability of services, usability of tools and the clarity of information.

designs that meet accessibility requirements.
Taking accessibility into consideration produces savings for society as
well. The functionality of spaces increases the smooth functioning of different activities and speeds up the actions of large groups of people and
moving them from one place to another. Spaces that function well allow
people to live and work in a familiar environment even if their physical abilities
have changed. In a safer environment
the risk of accidents is reduced and
people find it easier to be socially and
physically active.

Getting it right
during the design phase

3D accessibility studies

Accessibility should be ensured during
the design phase to avoid costly modifications. In some cases accessibility
cannot be achieved once the design
has been implemented. Accessibility
studies can assist designers to achieve

Accessibility can be studied in a virtual space or with different simulation
software and applications before the
physical environment has been created. This is achieved by modelling or
scanning the environments in question, after which they can be studied

◄◄ An accessible space enhances the safety, functionality, effectiveness and
competitiveness of the environment.

►► Accessibility can be verified in 3D in

a virtual space already at the beginning of the design phase before the
physical environment has been implemented.
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▲▲ An accessible environment is a necessity for many, yet everybody benefits from it.

in virtual reality 3D views. This allows
designers to easily identify potential
problem areas during the design phase
and to base their decisions on the correct information.
Accessibility simulations can be implemented with special simulation
software for ergonomics. Ergonomics
simulations check for possible collisions
between the environment and human
models during motion and illustrate
the requirements and dimensions of
spaces. Other visual simulations can
also be implemented, which allow users to familiarise themselves with the
designed 3D spaces on a computer.
Benefits of accessibility
clear to see
During the design phase accessibility
studies achieve significant savings by
reducing design errors and the time
required for design. Planners and designers are more easily able to adhere
to project schedules, while the desira30
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bility of the designed spaces is significantly enhanced.
End users benefit from good accessibility through the increased safety of
environments. It is a known fact that
more accessible environments lead to
a reduction in accidents and a corresponding reduction in costs. The empowered users consequently require
less assistance and are able to adapt
more easily to changing life situations.
Accessibility study
application areas

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Public spaces
Meeting spaces
Public transport vehicles
Accommodation areas
Company work spaces
Living spaces
Functional spaces
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Using pinch analysis to optimize
heat recovery systems
At first sight, designing a heat recovery system may seem like an easy
task. One might think it all comes
down to merely matching the hot
and cold streams. More often than
not, such an approach is based on
intuition and common sense. In order to design heat recovery systems
optimally, however, particular insights are needed. These insights
are neither intuitively obvious nor
provided by common sense. Pinch
analysis can provide the answers
needed. This article introduces the
theory of pinch analysis and provides a practical example of a retrofit project.

P

inch analysis can be used to thoroughly analyze heating and cooling in industrial processes. Using pinch
analysis one can determine the absolute thermodynamic minimum heating
and cooling requirements of a process,
often called energy targets. The energy targets are valuable pieces of information when it comes to estimating
the efficiency of an existing process.
Pinch analysis can also be used to design a heat recovery system that actually achieves these energy targets. It
can be used either during the initial design or during a retrofit design. In short,
pinch analysis is a systematic method
to maximize heat recovery and to minimize primary energy usage.
Pinch analysis is nowadays widely
accepted. This was not always the case

and it required years of academic research and industrial use for it to gain
its rightful place. See table 1 on pg. 32
for a historical overview.
The significant energy savings and
simple concepts of pinch analysis are
no longer questioned. Since its early
years it has become a mature technology and is extensively used in energy intensive industrial sectors in many countries. Even though the results of pinch
analysis speak for themselves, there are
still industrial sectors that haven’t made
use of pinch analysis. This is especially
true for industrial sectors considered to
be less energy intensive.
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1970s

Key concepts introduced by Mr Bodo Linnhoff at ETH Zurich

Late 1970s

Techniques developed at Leeds University

1980s

Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) decided to explore pinch
analysis techniques and further develop them:
■■ ICI research and applications (R&A) team studied different heating solutions at crude distillation plant expansion project
■■ R&A team’s energy targets indicated a reduction in required heat supply as opposed to expected increase
■■ Proper use of pinch analysis reduced investment cost

ysis

Pinch analysis nevertheless remained more or less controversial for years
1990–2013

T(°C)

Extensive academic research and use in industry leads to
pinch analysis being widely accepted

i

ii

◄◄ Table 1. A brief history of pinch anal-

►► Figure 2: Formation of a composite
curve (CC). The heat capacity flow
rates (CP) of all streams present in a
given temperature range are summed
and the sum is multiplied by the temperature range.

◄◄ Figure 1: Three hot streams on a T-H di-

iii

agram. The vertical axis represents the
streams’ temperature levels whereas
the horizontal axis represents the duties required to cool the streams.

80°C

60°C
50°C
40°C
30°C

►► Figure 3: The hot composite curve of

20°C

the three streams shown in figures 1
and 2.

30 kW

Performing pinch analyses
When performing a pinch analysis the
ultimate goal is to reduce the operating costs of a process by reducing heating and cooling via utilities. The basic
idea is to analyze the process streams
in the scope and to make maximum
use of internal heat exchange, thus
minimizing both heating and cooling
via utilities. Pinch analysis enables one
to find the best possible match for the
32 –
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45 kW

20 kW

H (kW)

streams that have excess heat (i.e. hot
streams), from those that lack heat (i.e.
cold streams), in which case the internal heat exchange can be exploited
optimally. In practice matching hot
and cold streams requires adding or
rearranging heat exchangers.
Performing a pinch analysis can be
divided into three steps:
■■ The first step is to determine the
scope of the study. The scope of the
study can range from a single pro-

cess to an entire production plant.
The wider the scope of study is the
more complex analysis is required,
but the more extensive results can
be obtained.
■■ The second step is to extract
stream data. The required stream
data includes the temperature
range and either stream heat load
or the stream flow rate and specific
heat capacity of all streams. Simple process flowsheets and a de-
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T(°C)

i

ii

CPi = 30 kW / (50–20) °C

CPii = 45 kW / (60–30) °C

iii
CPiii = 20 kW / (80–40) °C

80°C
P = CPiii * (80–60) °C
60°C
P = (CPii + CPiii) * (60–50) °C

50°C

P = (CPi + CPii + CPiii) * (50–40) °C

40°C

P = (CPi + CPii) * (40–30) °C

30°C

P = CPi * (30–20) °C

20°C

30 kW

45 kW

20 kW

H (kW)

T(°C)

80°C
P = 10 kW
60°C
P = 20 kW
50°C
P = 30 kW
40°C
P = 25 kW
30°C
P = 10 kW
20°C

10 kW

25 kW

30 kW

20 kW

10 kW

tailed process description are also
required.
■■ The third step is to perform the actual pinch analysis. Performing a
pinch analysis includes for example
doing calculations, drawing composite curves and designing a heat
recovery system (heat exchanger
network).

ics can be tricky at times, the theory
of pinch analysis is fairly straightforward. The energy targets, utility requirements and pinch temperature etc. can
be found by doing simple calculations.

Pinch analysis rests on the laws of thermodynamics. Although thermodynam-

Rather than presenting mathematical
formulas herein, the theory of pinch

Results plotted
on diagrams and curves

H (kW)

analysis is illustrated with the use of
figures. When a pinch analysis is performed, the process streams are usually plotted on a T-H Diagram to illustrate the streams and the temperatures
where they are available. The vertical
axis of a T-H diagram represents the
streams’ temperature whereas the horizontal axis represents the streams’ enthalpy change per unit time. Enthalpy
change per unit time is actually either
the heating or cooling duty required
the Elomatic Magazine –
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COLD UTILITY

HEAT RECOVERY

HOT UTILITY

T(°C)
90°C
80°C
70°C
60°C
HOT PINCH
50°C
40°C

COLD PINCH

30°C
20°C
10°C

10 kW

85 kW

50 kW

H (kW)

▲▲ Figure 4: The hot and the cold com-

posite curve at a minimum temperature difference of 10˚C. The hot and
cold pinch points are at 50 and 40˚C,
respectively. The maximum amount of
heat recovery is 85 kW.

to heat or cool the streams. The benefit of using a T-H diagram is that all
the hot and the cold streams, whether their temperature ranges overlap or
not, can be represented as a single hot
and cold curve respectively. Three hot
streams plotted on a T-H diagram are
represented in figure 1.
The curves representing multiple
hot or cold streams are called composite curves (CC). A composite curve
is formed by dividing the vertical axis of
a T-H diagram into temperature ranges,
by summing either the heating or the
cooling duties present in each temperature range and finally by compiling the duties into a single continuous
curve. The procedure is illustrated in
figures 2 and 3.
Composite curves are used to illustrate the total heating and cooling duties required by the process in a certain temperature range. The heating
34
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and cooling duties required to heat
or cool the streams present in a given
temperature range are, thus, the composite curves’ projections on the horizontal axes. In the example shown in
figures 1–3 there are two hot streams
present in the temperature range from
60 to 50˚C. The cooling duty required
to cool the hot streams in the temperature range from 60 to 50˚C equals the
corresponding range on the horizontal
axis, being 20 kW.
The hot and cold composite curves
can be plotted on the same T-H diagram. Since the scale on the horizontal
axis, which represents enthalpy change
per unit time, is of relative nature the
hot and cold composite curves can
be moved horizontally relative to one
another. The minimum allowed temperature difference between the hot
and cold composite curves ultimately
sets the curves to their respective loca-

tions on the horizontal axis. The location of the minimum allowed temperature difference between the hot and
cold composite curves is known as the
pinch point. Hot and cold composite
curves at minimum temperature differences of 10˚C and 20˚C are illustrated in
figures 4 and 5 respectively.
After the hot and cold composite
curves are fixed relative to one another, there are numerous facts to be observed on the composite curves. Composite curves show the location of the
minimum temperature difference and
the hot and cold stream temperatures
at the pinch point. They show the potential for heat recovery, i.e. the maximum amount of heating and cooling
produced by heat exchange between
hot and cold streams. The smaller the
minimum allowed temperature difference is the greater is the maximum
amount of heating and cooling pro-
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COLD UTILITY

HEAT RECOVERY

HOT UTILITY

T(°C)
90°C
80°C
70°C
60°C
HOT PINCH
50°C
40°C
30°C

COLD PINCH

20°C
10°C

35 kW

60 kW

75 kW

H (kW)

▲▲ Figure 5: The hot and the cold com-

posite curve at a minimum temperature difference of 20˚C. The hot and
cold pinch points are at 50 and 30˚C,
respectively. The maximum amount of
heat recovery is 60 kW.

duced by heat recovery. Composite curves also show the minimum
amount of utilities required by the process and the temperature levels they’re
required at. The above observations are
illustrated in figures 4 and 5.
Three golden rules of pinch
analysis
The pinch point lays the foundation
for designing an optimal heat recovery system. In order to design an optimal heat recovery system, three golden
rules of pinch analysis must be complied with:
■■ Don’t use cold utilities above the
pinch point.
■■ Don’t use hot utilities below the
pinch point.
■■ Don’t transfer heat across the pinch
point.

Rationalizing the rules is very simple.
Above the pinch point heat exchange
between hot and cold streams can
cover all the cooling required by the
hot streams. Thus only hot utility is required above the pinch point. Since
there is a need for hot utility but not
for cold, the region above the pinch
point is a net heat sink. Cooling above
the pinch point would degrade the hot
streams’ ability to transfer heat to cold
steams, thus leading to an increased
overall heating demand.
Conversely, below the pinch point
heat exchange between hot and
cold streams can cover all the heating required by the cold streams.
Only cold utility is required below
the pinch point. The region below
the pinch point is a net heat source.
Heating below the pinch point would
degrade the cold streams’ ability to
receive heat from hot streams, thus

leading to an increased overall cooling demand.
Transferring heat across the pinch
point essentially combines cooling above the pinch point and heating below it. Heat flowing across the
pinch point cools the hot streams
above the pinch point and heats the
cold streams below it, thus increasing
both the overall heating and cooling
demand.
The guidelines to design an optimal
heat recovery system are also fairly simple. Complying with the golden rules
basically leads to the following: Firstly, the heat recovery system needs to
be designed separately for the streams
above the pinch point and for those
below it. Secondly, above pinch point
the heat exchange between hot and
cold streams must meet the cooling
need of the hot streams, whereas below the pinch point the heat exchange
the Elomatic Magazine –
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between hot and cold streams must
meet the heating need of the cold
streams.
Case: Optimizing a heat
recovery system
A recent case of a food manufacturing
process in 2011 serves as a good example of how pinch analysis can be performed with excellent results.
Three goals were set on the project:
1. Analyze the performance of the existing heat recovery system.
2. Estimate the feasibility of a recently designed heat recovery system
based on extensive use of a heat
pump that the client had approved
of.
3. Possibly come up with new ideas to
feasibly make the existing heat recovery system more effective.
36 –
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The existing heat recovery system
basically consisted of a conventional heat exchanger network and heat
storages. A liquid medium was used to
store and transfer heat from one part
of the process to another. The use of
heat storages was necessary because
of the alternating timing of the batch
processes.
A pinch analysis was performed on
the client’s food manufacturing process. After determining the area of
study and extracting stream data the
energy targets were calculated. By
comparing the performance of the existing heat recovery system to the calculated energy targets it was possible
to roughly estimate the achievable savings. The amount of heat recovered by
the existing heat recovery system was
slightly more than 54% of the targeted
amount, which left a lot of room for additional heat recovery.

▲▲ Heat exchangers in the existing heat

recovery system. During the project
the most critical heat exchangers were
re-dimensioned using a small minimum temperature approach.

Following the golden rules of pinch
analysis an optimal heat recovery system for the food manufacturing process was sketched. By comparing the
existing heat recovery system to the
optimal system two major inefficiencies were identified in the existing
heat recovery system. Firstly, the heating and cooling duties required by the
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“We identified inefficiencies in the existing heat
recovery system and corrected them.”

processes that were connected to the
existing heat recovery system were off
balance. The average heating duty was
significantly smaller than the average
cooling duty. Secondly the minimum
temperature approach used in dimensioning the existing heat exchangers
was too large. The heat exchangers’
poor heat transfer caused the heat exchange between hot and cold streams
to be far from ideal.
The new heat recovery system was
to be designed by making as few
changes as possible. After carefully
assessing the situation a retrofit design was implemented to correct the
identified inefficiencies. The existing
heat recovery system was exploited
wherever possible. The heating and
cooling duties required by the processes were balanced by adding two
new cold streams to the heat recovery system. As for the existing heat
exchangers, the most critical heat exchangers were re-dimensioned using
a smaller minimum temperature approach than previously used. Owing
to the designed changes, the amount
of heat recovered grew from 54% to
88% of the targeted amount. Heating
and cooling via utilities were reduced
by no fewer than 83% and 85%, respectively.
Retrofit design
highly cost effective
In terms of cost-effectiveness the retrofit design was feasible at the very
least. The investment costs were estimated to be around 340 000 €. Taking into consideration the reduced
need for both heating and cooling
via utilities, the additional annual savings caused by the improved design

were calculated to be approximately
198 000 €.
The retrofit design was compared
to the recently designed heat recovery system based on extensive use of
a heat pump. The investment costs of
the heat pump system were estimated to be more than 2 200 000 € and
the annual savings caused by the heat
pump system were initially claimed
to be 380 000 €. However, the heat
pump’s effect on the existing heat recovery system was not taken into account. The existing heat recovery system would have ceased to work, if a
heat pump had been installed as proposed. Considering the effects on the
existing heat recovery system, the heat
pump would have caused annual savings of 200 000 €. The amount of heat
recovered by the expensive heat pump
system was essentially the same as the
amount recovered by the improved
heat recovery system.

The sources used

Pinch Analysis and Process Integration,
2nd edition by Ian C. Kemp
Energy Optimization Using Pinch Analysis by Richard Beaman and Cliff Reese

About the author

Pinch analysis
identified inefficiencies
All in all the use of pinch analysis
helped designers to identify the inefficiencies in the client’s existing heat
recovery system and to correct the inefficiencies by making subtle adjustments to the system. The retrofit design resulted in significant savings and
a payback period of less than two years.
Compared to the heat pump system,
that had an actual payback period of
11 years, the retrofit design was an obvious choice. It is hardly surprising that
since the first pinch analysis performed
on an existing process, Elomatic has
been assigned to analyze the energy
efficiencies of several processes by performing pinch analyses.

Miika Kakko
M.Sc. (Applied Physics)
Miika Kakko holds a Master’s degree
in applied physics (renewable energy). During his studies he gained
experience from testing and developing the use of renewables. He
has been working as a Consulting
Engineer in the Energy Consulting
group at the Elomatic Jyväskylä office since 2011. He is specialized in
renewables and heat recovery systems.
miika.kakko@elomatic.com
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Biosafety level laboratory design
– know-how and experience non-negotiable
Designing biosaftey level laboratories requires high precision and
expertise due to the associated
stringent containment level requirements set out by the World Health
Organisation (WHO). In order to define the biosafety level of a particular facility, experts use the WHO
guidelines and other regulatory
guidelines & apply them to specific localised situations. The constant
threat of contamination means that
only the most experienced contractors should be considered to design
facilities with high biosafety containment levels.
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biosafety level (BSL) can be defined as “the level of bio-containment precautions required to isolate
dangerous biological agents in an enclosed facility”. Biosafety level designations are based on a composite of the
design features, construction, containment of facilities, equipment, practices
and operational procedures required
for working with agents from the various risk groups.
The WHO has classified micro-organisms under various risk-based
groups, ranging from risk group one,
with ‘no or low individual and community risk’ to risk group 4 with ‘high
individual and community risk. See Table 1 for a detailed breakdown of the
risk groups.

Based on the risk classification the
WHO has designated 4 containment
levels for laboratories and production
facilities for handling and working with
micro-organisms:
■■ Basic – Biosaftey Level 1
■■ Basic – Biosaftey Level 2
■■ Containment – Biosafety Level 3
■■ Maximum Containment – Biosafety Level 4
Defining local biosafety levels
The afore-mentioned generalised bio
safety level guidelines have to be applied to the conditions prevailing in the
country where the facility is to be located. Several key points need to be con-
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◄◄ Containment & Barriers for a BSL fa-

Risk Group 1
(no or low individual
and community risk)

A micro-organism that is unlikely to
cause human or animal disease.

►► Table 1. The classification of micro-

Risk Group 2
(moderate individual risk,
low community risk)

A pathogen that can cause human or
animal disease but is unlikely to be a
serious hazard to laboratory workers,
the community, livestock or the environment. Laboratory exposures may
cause serious infection, but effective
treatment and preventive measures
are available and the risk of spread of
infection is limited.

Risk Group 3
(high individual risk,
low community risk)

A pathogen that usually causes
serious human or animal disease
but does not ordinarily spread from
one infected individual to another.
Effective treatment and preventive
measures are available.

Risk Group 4
(high individual
and community risk)

A pathogen that usually causes serious human or animal disease and
that can be readily transmitted from
one individual to another, directly or
indirectly. Effective treatment and
preventive measures are not usually
available.

cility

organisms under various risk-based
groups as per WHO (WHO: Laboratory biosafety manual. Third edition.
Geneva, 2004).

▼▼ Equipment for a BSL facility

sidered when defining the local bio
safety level requirement of a particular
pathogen.
The pathogenicity (potential to
cause infection) of the micro-organism, as well as its mode of transmission (airborne or waterborne, vectors
for transmission etc.) are of vital importance. Further factors to consider
include the potential outcome of any
exposure, the stability of the agent
in the environment, the presence of
a suitable host, as well as what information is available from animal studies and reports from laboratories. The
population affected by the pathogen
including the availability of measures
to prevent an outbreak of an epidemic and treatments to manage such an
the Elomatic Magazine –
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◄◄ Frontier/Decontamination Autoclave
for use in a BSL facility

outbreak also need to be taken into
consideration.
If an agent is unknown a minimum
of biosafety level 2 practices and procedures should be followed. The biosafety level designation for handling
a particular micro-organism is based
on the risk assessment conducted. The
risk assessment-based approach proactively ensures that the right class and
biosaftey level is designated and appropriately constructed.
FMD virus
– biosafety level 3Ag
The Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD)
virus in cattle, for example, requires
BSL-3Ag (unique to Agriculture) labs
and production facilities. The mode of

1

Biosafety level
2
3

4

Isolation of laboratory
Room sealable for decontamination
Ventilation:
– inward airflow
– controlled ventilating system
– HEPA-filtered air exhaust
Double-door entry
Airlock
Airlock with shower

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No

Desirable
Desirable
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Anteroom

No

No

Yes$

--

Anteroom with shower
Effluent treatment
Autoclave:
– on site
– in laboratory room
– double-ended
Biological safety cabinets

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
No
No
No

Desirable
No
No
Desirable

Yes
Desirable
Desirable
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Desirable Yes

#

Personnel safety monitoring capability^ No
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◄◄ Table 2. Summary of biosafety level

requirements
# Environmental and functional
isolation from general traffic.
*
Dependent on location of exhaust
$ Dependent on agent(s) used in
the laboratory
^ For example, window, closed-
circuit television, two-way communication

Elomatic News

“The safety of the facility and
the environment are paramount.”

transmission (airborne) and the level
of pathogenicity (highly pathogenic
to cattle, causes mass deaths) were key
factors in this biosafety level definition.
FMD is a severe and highly communicable viral disease of cloven-hoofed animals (cattle, swine, sheep, and goats),
which causes fever, malaise, vesicular lesions in affected livestock and in
some cases death in young animals. It
can also affect a variety of wild ruminants (e.g. deer, bison).
Due to the highly contagious nature
and the severe economic consequences the virus should only be handled
in vitro in a BSL-3Ag laboratory with
enhancements. Infected animals are
handled with standard protection
(gloves, protective clothing). Changes of clothing, personal showers and
clearing of the throat and nose are required upon exiting contaminated areas in order to minimize virus transmission to susceptible species. Laboratory
workers should have no contact with
susceptible hosts for five days after
working with the agent.
Biosafety level designers
require extensive know-how
An in depth knowledge of micro-organisms and associated biosafety levels is non-negotiable when designing
BSL-3 facilities and higher. Extensive experience is also required to successfully
deal with incorporating local demands
without deviating from biosafety level
guidelines. Productivity and efficiency
are key goals, but the safety of the facility and the environment remain paramount.
Taking care of a single element does
not ensure a well structured and fully
contained laboratory; a whole range
of factors needs to be implemented
in order to achieve the desired result.

See Table 2 for a summary of biosafety
requirements. Only by systematically
ensuring that all these elements are
implemented correctly can the safety
of the different facilities be ensured.

List of abbreviations
WHO
BSL
FMD

World Health Organisation
Biosafety Level
Foot-and-Mouth Disease
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Turnkey
in Turkmenistan

Turnkey projects are complex by nature. They require
extensive coordination, project management and
the ability to react quickly to changes in dynamic
environments. Cultural differences as well as specialized local requirements and regulations further
compound turnkey deliveries abroad. A current infusion solution plant project for the Ministry of Health
and Medical Industry of Turkmenistan illustrates the
challenges faced in international turnkey projects.
Project Supervisor Aulis Rajala and Project Manager Manne Savioja provide insights into the dynamic
nature of such projects and highlight key success
factors in the following article.
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“The most challenging aspect is
getting your timing right.”

T

he infusion solution plant in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan will be completed by August 2013. The plant will
produce liquids used for intravenous
therapy. Elomatic is responsible for
multidisciplinary design, equipment
and systems procurement, installation, commissioning, start-up and validation of the plant. The production
equipment and the clean rooms delivered will be qualified according to
current EU and WHO GMP guidelines.
Mr Aulis Rajala is the Project Supervisor for the demanding turnkey project.
“I have been implementing biotech
and pharmaceutical projects for the
better part of the last 35 years and this
is one of the largest and technically
most challenging so far. Our experts in
Finland and India collaborated to complete the design work and we have
people at the site in Turkmenistan supervising the project implementation”,
says Rajala.
Five suppliers from different countries were used on the project for the
laboratory and production equipment
alone. The logistical task included getting all the shipments, 26 truck loads in
total, in time to Ashgabat with several
custom checks on the way.
“Then you have to consider site management in Turkmenistan where we
coordinate different supplier activities
as well as our own and sub-suppliers’
activities. The co-ordination of installations between the main contractor
GAPInsaat and Elomatic is also a very
challenging task”, Rajala explains.
Timing is essential
and challenging

The schedule of the infusion solution
plant project is tight. Combined with
the long transportation time to Turk-

menistan and complicated shipping
documentation demanded by the end
customer, it places further demands on
coordinating shipments arriving from
so many different locations.
“The most challenging aspect of
such a project is getting your timing
right. You have to work with a lot of
variables when planning the timing of
the different activities. If I had to advise
anybody on how to manage turnkey
projects, I’d start with sound project
planning. This is the basis for success”,
says Rajala.
According to Rajala a lot of effort
should also be put into agreements
with sub-suppliers.
“This ensures that all the equipment
and systems arrive on time and are according to specifications. An experienced project manager that is able to
put all his/her energy into the project
is a must. If you get these elements
right you are getting there, but if any
of them are missing or defective you
are bound to run into difficulties”, Rajala concludes.
Keeping your goal in mind
Project Manager Manne Savioja has
been stationed in Ashgabat since January 2013. He was responsible for the design work in Turku and India as well as
for equipment procurement and installation contracts. He is currently overseeing all site activities in Ashgabat.
“As with most international projects
you always have to get used to the local way of working. Cultural differences also exist when you have contractors from so many European and Asian
countries all working together on the
same project”, Savioja says.
Savioja stresses the importance of
becoming familiar with the local legal

requirements to ensure that the project does not run into difficulties later.
“Basically you have to listen to the locals and learn from them while retaining your own flexibility. It is of utmost
importance, however, to always keep
your goal in mind and to let that guide
your actions”, Savioja says.
Adapt or die
Maintaining good communication between project management staff on
site and the head office as well as the
entire network of suppliers and subsuppliers is a key element in the success of a turnkey project. Working in
remote areas or where 24-hour telephone and internet connections are
not guaranteed places further demands on the project team.
“We have had to use mobile phone
communication quite a lot as internet connections are usually available
about 60–70% of the time. Sending
SMSs has worked quite well”, Savioja
continues.
According to Savioja it is basically
just a question of keeping in constant
contact with colleagues and partners.
“If the Internet is down for a while,
you communicate by other means
and then revert to online connections
when they are up and running again.
You need to be able to adapt on the
ground to changing conditions. It is the
way you react to challenges that defines how successful you will be”, Savioja concludes.
The infusion plant is set to be delivered by August 2013 with the first
batch of trial infusion solution packs
to roll off the production line in June.
Savioja will be stationed in Ashgabat to
supervise the project implementation
until September 2013.
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Elomatic brochures available!
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